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Preparedness Tip #2: 
Plan 

Entertainment

Having no power means having more downtime. Staying occupied will keep everyone 
calm. Though your family may feel exasperated, you will have the answers:

•  Read a new book
•  Make your own word games
•  Brush up on your card game skills

Day of  the Week ___________________________

State or Town _____________________________

Verb-ing _________________________________

Noun ____________________________________

Adjective _________________________________

A Phrase _________________________________

Body Part ________________________________

Number _________________________________

Exclamation ______________________________

Word Challenge

(Go to page 8)

Preparedness Tip #3: 
Communication

We all want to communicate with our loved ones during an emergency. But what happens 
when power is down and battery life is limited? Remember to ration your resources.

Unplug. Power Down. Emergencies Only.
Unplug cell phone and 
electronics prior to threat of
a power surge.

Limit phone usage to calls 
only. Turn off  WiFi or turn on
airplane mode to extend 
usage.

Make calls only in emergencies 
and avoid tying up phone lines 
for emergency responders.

•  Take up a new craft
•  Go basement camping
•  Start a new workout plan
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Preparedness Tip #10: 
Consult 

An Expert 

If  you are considering an automatic home standby generator, it is best to consult an 
expert. Generac has a team of  authorized dealers waiting to help you make the best choice 
for your home and family.

Post Storm Clean-Up

When the storm subsides, you may find your neighborhood in disrepair and isolated from surrounding communities. 
Protect your neighborhood by planning ahead! 

How You Can Help

 •  Identify and check-in on elderly and special needs neighbors
    Make sure these neighbors are safe and have an advocate during the storm. 
    If  no relatives are available, reach out to Red Cross or emergency care facilities.
 •  Seek out Red Cross volunteer positions 
    Often times, when the storm hits, it is too late to get involved. 
    Reach out now and train before disaster strikes. Anyone can be a volunteer.
 •  Create a disaster preparedness plan for the neighborhood
    Having a plan prepared in advance can be a major asset. Jointly develop how your 
    community will pull together and assign people tasks for post-storm efforts.

Cleanup Crew Committee

Cleaning up after a storm can be a huge undertaking. Be sure to pool 
resources to divide and conquer. Here are a few tips to consider 
when developing your cleanup crew committee: 

 O Assign a coordinator
 O Recruit clean-up crew members
 O Select a post-storm meeting location
 O Survey clean-up site
  -  Know when it is safe to start clean-up efforts
  -  Avoid downed power lines and highly flooded areas
 O Gain access to tools and supplies
  - Identify neighbors with flood dewatering pumps,
    pressure washers, shop vacuums & chain saws
  - Know how to properly dispose of  debris
  - Have a stash of  garbage bags, bleach, gloves and 
    other cleaning supplies on hand 
 O Organize trash removal

Thank clean-up crews with a warm meal or hand-written note. A little goes a long way!




